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o How learning can occur within a single neuron? 

o Is it true, dendrites meekly sent Current? 

o Is it any change, when the addition of spikes in Dendrites? 

o How memories are formed & stored? 

 

Abstract: 

A new study could change scientist savvy how the brain works &how would need 

to new moves towards for treating mental retardations or disorders. And also for 

new developing computers that think like human.  

 

Description 

“The new study of University of California, Los Angeles could change scientist savvy how 

the brain works &how would need to new moves towards for treating mental retardations 

or disorders. And also for new developing computers that think like human” 



The research about neurons or nerve cells in the brain focused on the structure as 

well as functions of dendrites. Body making neurons structure is large tree like, the 

soma with numerous branches extended outward called as dendrites. They (Soma) 

generate electrical beats called spikes to connect and communicate with others. 

Scientist believed that these spikes pass current to other neurons but this will never 

be directly tested before. Friendz and family 

This research solved many questions that are in our minds or further researches & 

and these are given below 

How memories are formed & stored? 

This research long belief that spikes in the soma is the main role for the perception, 

learning & memory formation. This is because the researchers in ULCA shows, 

that the dendrites are not just a passive tunnel but they are within an animal more 

electrically active and generate 10 times more spikes than the soma. 

THE RESEARCH IS REPORTED IN THE MARCH 9 ISSUE OF THE JOURNAL SCIENCE. 

Is it true, dendrites meekly sent Current? 

Generally, scientist believed that the dendrites humbly (meekly) passes their 

current to the soma that they received from the cell’s synapse. But the latest 

research revealed that the dendrites generate their own 10 times more spikes than 

that of soma. 

Is it any change, when the addition of spikes in Dendrites? 

The new research revealed that dendrites produce the large no. of fluctuation in 

voltage when the addition of spikes. These are all or nothing events and binary. 

Like digital computers, soma only produced all or nothing spikes.  Dendrites also 

execute analog computation. “We found that dendrites are the crossbreed (digital 

& analog computation), that are fundamentally different from the digital 

computer,” said Mehta, a UCLA professor of physics and astronomy, neurology 

and neurobiology.  

Mehta said that the brain has 100 times more computation capacity than was the 

previous thoughts, this is because they having a large no. of spikes.  



How learning can occur within a single neuron? 

Their answer said that Jason Moore, a ULCA postdoctoral researcher, when the 

two neurons of the cell bodies are active at the same time, the learning occurs. 

They also examined that the input neuron & dendrites active at the same time and 

different dendrites active at the different time. 

Mehta said. ”We found that dendrites, not only digital computation but also 

analog.” 


